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Abstract: The term topology was introduced by Johann Beredict Listing in the 19th century. Closed 
sets are fundamental objects in a topological space. In this paper, we use neutrosophic vague sets and 
topological spaces and we construct and develop a new concept namely “neutrosophic vague 
topological spaces”. By using the fundamental definition and necessary example we have defined the 
neutrosophic vague topological spaces and have also discussed some of its properties. Also we have 
defined the neutrosophic vague continuity and neutrosophic vague compact space in neutrosophic 
vague topological spaces and their properties are deliberated. 
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Zadeh [19] in 1965 introduced and defined the fuzzy set which deals with the degree of 
membership/truth. Topology has become a powerful instrument of mathematical research. Topology 
is the modern version of geometry. It is commonly defined as the study of shapes and topological 
spaces. The topology is an area of mathematics, which is concerned with the properties of space that 
are preserved under continuous deformation including stretching and bending, but not tearing and 
gluing which include properties such as connectedness, continuity and boundary. The term topology 
was introduced by Johann Beredict Listing in the 19th century. Closed sets are fundamental objects in 
a topological space. In 1970, Levine [11] initiated the study of generalized closed sets.  
The theory of fuzzy topology was introduced by Chang [8] in 1967; several researches were 
conducted on the generalizations of the notions of fuzzy sets and fuzzy topology. Atanassov [7] 
in1986 introduced the degree of non-membership/falsehood (F) and defined the intuitionistic fuzzy 
set as a generalization of fuzzy sets. Coker [9] in 1997 introduced the intuitionistic fuzzy topological 
spaces. As an extension of fuzzy set theory in 1993, the theory of vague sets was first proposed by 
Gau and Buehre[10]. Then, Smarandache [15] introduced the degree of indeterminacy/neutrality (I) 
as independent component in 1998 and defined the neutrosophic set. Various methods were 
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proposed by Smarandache.et.al [13, 16, 17, 18] and Abdel-Basset.et.al [1, 2, 3] for neutrosophic sets. 
Salama and Alblowi [12] in 2012 used this neutrosophic set and introduced neutrosophic topological 
spaces. Shawkat Alkhazaleh [14] in 2015 introduced the concept of neutrosophic vague set as a 
combination of neutrosophic set and vague set. Neutrosophic vague theory is an effective tool to 
process incomplete, indeterminate and inconsistent information. Al-Quran and Hassan [4, 5, 6] in 
2017 introduced and gave more application on neutrosophic vague soft. 
In this paper we define the notion of neutrosophic vague topological spaces and their 
properties are obtained. The purpose of this paper is to extend the classical topological spaces to 
neutrosophic vague topological spaces. Also we have defined the neutrosophic vague continuity and 
neutrosophic vague compact spaces which give the added advantage in neutrosophic vague 
topological spaces. 
2. Preliminaries 
Definition 2.1:[14] A neutrosophic vague set NVA (NVS in short) on the universe of discourse X  
written as        XxxFxIxTxA
NVNVNV AAANV
 ;ˆ;ˆ;ˆ; , whose truth membership, 
indeterminacy membership and false membership functions is defined as:  




1)   FT 1  
2)   TF 1  and 
3)   20 FIT . 
 
Definition 2.2:[14] Let NVA  and NVB  be two NVSs of the universe U . If 
   ;ˆˆ, iBiAi uTuTUu NVNV         ,
ˆˆ;ˆˆ iBiAiBiA uFuFuIuI NVNVNVNV  then the NVS NVA  is 
included by NVB , denoted by ,NVNV BA   where .1 ni   
Definition 2.3:[14] The complement of NVS NVA  is denoted by 
c
NVA  and is defined by  
           .1,1ˆ,1,1ˆ,1,1ˆ   FFxFIIxITTxT cAcAcA NVNVNV  
Definition 2.4:[14] Let NVA  be NVS of the universe U where Uui  ,    ;1,1ˆ xT NVA  
   ;0,0ˆ xI
NVA  
   .0,0ˆ xF
NVA
 Then NVA  is called unit NVS ( NV1 in short), where .1 ni   
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Definition 2.5:[14] Let NVA  be NVS of the universe U where Uui  ,    ;0,0ˆ xT NVA  
   ;1,1ˆ xI
NVA  
   .1,1ˆ xF
NVA
 Then NVA  is called zero NVS ( NV0 in short), where .1 ni   
Definition 2.6:[14] The union of two NVSs NVA  and NVB  is NVS NVC , written as 
NVNVNV BAC  , whose truth-membership, indeterminacy-membership and false-membership 
functions are related to those of NVA  and NVB  given by, 
   )],max(),,[max(ˆ 
xNVxNVxNVxNVNV
BABAC TTTTxT  
   )],min(),,[min(ˆ 
xNVxNVxNVxNVNV
BABAC IIIIxI  
   )],min(),,[min(ˆ 
xNVxNVxNVxNVNV
BABAC FFFFxF . 
Definition 2.7:[14] The intersection of two NVSs NVA  and NVB  is NVS NVC , written as 
NVNVNV BAC  , whose truth-membership, indeterminacy-membership and false-membership 
functions are related to those of NVA  and NVB  given by, 
   )],min(),,[min(ˆ 
xNVxNVxNVxNVNV
BABAC TTTTxT  
   )],max(),,[max(ˆ 
xNVxNVxNVxNVNV
BABAC IIIIxI  
   )],max(),,[max(ˆ 
xNVxNVxNVxNVNV
BABAC FFFFxF . 
Definition 2.8:[14] Let NVA  and NVB  be two NVSs of the universe U . If ,Uui 
           ,ˆˆ;ˆˆ;ˆˆ iBiAiBiAiBiA uFuFuIuIuTuT NVNVNVNVNVNV  then the NVS NVA  and NVB , are 
called equal, where .1 ni   
Definition 2.9: Let  JiA
NVi
:  be an arbitrary family of NVSs. Then  



































































































Corollary 2.10: Let NVNVNV CBA and,  be NVSs. Then 
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a) NVNVNVNVNVNVNVNVNVNVNVNV DBCADBCADCBA  andand
 
b) NVNVNVNVNVNVNV CBACABA  and  
c) NVNVNVNVNVNVNV CBACBCA  and  
d) NVNVNVNVNVNV CACBBA  and  
e)   NVNVNVNV BABA   
f)   NVNVNVNV BABA   
g) NVNVNVNV ABBA   
h)   NVNV AA   
i) NVNV 01   
j) NVNV 10   
Corollary 2.11: Let  JiACBA
NViNVNVNV
and,,  be NVSs. Then 
a) NViNVi BAJiBA NVNV  eachfor  
b) 
NVNV iNViNV
ABJiAB  eachfor  
c) 
NVNVNVNV iiii
AAAA  and  
 
3. Neutrosophic Vague Topological Space: 
Definition 3.1: A neutrosophic vague topology (NVT) on NVX  is a family NV  of neutrosophic 
vague sets (NVS) in NVX  satisfying the following axioms: 
 NVNVNV 1,0  
 
NVGG  21  for any NVGG 21,  
   NViNVi JiGG   :,  
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In this case the pair  NVNVX ,  is called neutrosophic vague topological space (NVTS) and any 
NVS in 
NV  is known as neutrosophic vague open set (NVOS) in NVX . 
The complement 
c
NVA  of NVOS in NVTS  NVNVX ,  is called neutrosophic vague closed set 
(NVCS) in NVX . 
Example 3.2: Let  gfeX NV ,,  and  












































































Then the family  NVNVNVNVNVNVNV DCBA 1,,,,,0 of NVSs in  NVX   is NVT on  NVX . 
Definition 3.3: Let  NVNVX ,  be NVTS and   AAANV FITxA ˆ,ˆ,ˆ,  be NVS in NVX . Then the 
neutrosophic vague interior and neutrosophic vague closure are defined by 
    ,andinNVOSais/int NVNVNVNVNVNV AGXGGANV   
    .andinNVCSais/ NVNVNVNVNVNV KAXKKANVcl   





     .int cNVcNV ANVclANV    
It can be also shown that  NVANVcl  is NVCS and  NVANV int  is NVOS in NVX . 
a) NVA  is NVCS in NVX  if and only if   NVNV AANVcl  . 
b) NVA  is NVOS in NVX  if and only if   NVNV AANV int . 
Example 3.4: Let  feX NV ,  and let  NVNVNV GG 1,,,0 21  be NVT on X , where  
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xANV  then   
 














xGANV NV and  
 














xGANVcl cNV . 
Proposition 3.5: Let NVA  be any NVS in NVX . Then 
i)     NVNVNVNV ANVclANV  11int  and 
ii)     NVNVNVNV ANVANVcl int11   
Proof: (i) By definition    .andinNVCSais/ NVNVNVNVNVNV KAXKKANVcl   
  




















(ii) The proof is similar to (i). 
Proposition 3.6: Let  NVNVX ,  be a NVTS and NVNV BA ,  be NVSs in NVX . Then the following 
properties hold: 
a)   NVNV AANV int ,              
 NVNV ANVclA   )a  
b)    NVNVNVNV BNVANVBA intint  ,             
   NVNVNVNV BNVclANVclBA )b     
c)     NVNV ANVANVNV intintint  ,                 
    NVNV ANVclANVclNVcl )c  
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d)      NVNVNVNV BNVANVBANV intintint  ,    
     NVNVNVNV BNVclANVclBANVcl )d   
e)   NVNVNV 11int  ,                 
  NVNVNVcl 00)e   
Proof: (a), (b) and (e) are obvious, (c) follows from (a) 
d) From    NVNVNV ANVBANV intint   and    NVNVNV BNVBANV intint  we 
obtain      NVNVNVNV BNVANVBANV intintint  . 
 On the other hand, from the facts   NVNV AANV int  and   NVNV BBNV int  
    NVNVNVNV BABNVANV  intint  and     NVNVNV BNVANV  intint  we see 
that      NVNVNVNV BANVBNVANV  intintint , for which we obtain the required 
result. 
    ea   They can be easily deduced from    ea  . 
Definition 3.7: A NVS   AAANV FITxA ˆ,ˆ,ˆ,  in NVTS  NVNVX ,  is said to be  
i) Neutrosophic Vague semi closed set (NVSCS) if    ,int NVNV AANVclNV   
ii) Neutrosophic Vague semi open set (NVSOS) if   ,int NVNV ANVNVclA    
iii) Neutrosophic Vague pre- closed set (NVPCS) if    ,int NVNV AANVNVcl   
iv) Neutrosophic Vague pre-open set (NVPOS) if   ,int NVNV ANVclNVA   
v) Neutrosophic Vague  -closed set (NV CS) if     ,int NVNV AANVclNVNVcl   
vi) Neutrosophic Vague  -open set (NV OS) if    ,intint NVNV ANVNVclNVA   
vii) Neutrosophic Vague semi pre- closed set (NVSPCS) if     ,intint NVNV AANVNVclNV   
viii) Neutrosophic Vague semi pre-open set (NVSPOS) if    ,int NVNV ANVclNVNVclA   
ix) Neutrosophic Vague regular open set (NVROS) if   ,int NVNV ANVclNVA   
x) Neutrosophic Vague regular closed set (NVRCS) if   .int NVNV ANVNVclA   
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4. Neutrosophic Vague continuity: 
Definition 4.1: We define the image and preimage of NVSs. Let NVX  and NVY   be two nonempty 
sets and NVNV YXf :  be a function, then the following statements hold: 
a) If       XxxFxIxTxB BBBNV  ;ˆ;ˆ;ˆ;
 
is a NVS in NVY , then the preimage of  NVB  
under  f, denoted by  NVBf
1
, is the NVS in NVX  defined by  
                 
           NVBBBNV XxxFfxIfxTfxBf   ;ˆ;ˆ;ˆ; 1111 . 
b) If       NVAAANV XxxFxIxTxA  ;ˆ;ˆ;ˆ;
 
is a NVS in NVX , then the image of NVA  
under  f, denoted by  NVAf , is the NVS in NVY  defined by 
                     
           NVAAANV YyyFfyIfyTfyAf  ;ˆ;ˆ;ˆ; infinfsup
 
where, 
    






















































for each NVYy . 
Corollary 4.2: Let  JiAA
NViNV
,  be NVSs in NVX ,  KjBB NVjNV ,  be NVSs in NVY  and 
NVNV YXf :  a function. Then  







  , 
b)   NVNV AffA
1  (If  f   is injective, then   NVNV AffA
1 ), 
c)    NVNV BBff 1  (If  f   is surjective, then    NVNV BBff 1 ), 
d)    
NVNV jj
BfBf 11   , 
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e)    
NVNV jj
BfBf 11   , 
f)    
NVNV ii
AfAf  , 
g)    
NVNV ii
AfAf   (If  f  is injective, then    
NVNV ii
AfAf  ), 
h)   NVNVf 11
1  , 
i)   NVNVf 00
1  , 
j)   NVNVf 11  , if  f  is surjective, 
k)   NVNVf 00  , 
l)    NVNV AfAf  , if  f  is surjective, 
m)    NVNV BfBf 11   . 
Definition 4.3: Let  NVNVX ,  and  NVNVY ,  be two NVTSs and let 
   NVNVNVNV YXf  ,,:   be a function. Then f  is said to be neutrosophic vague continuous 
mapping iff the preimage of each neutrosophic vague closed set is in NVY   is neutrosophic vague 
closed set in NVX . 
Definition 4.4: Let  NVNVX ,  and  NVNVY ,  be two NVTSs and let 
   NVNVNVNV YXf  ,,:   be a function. Then f  is said to be neutrosophic vague open 
mapping iff the image of each neutrosophic vague open set is in NVX   is neutrosophic vague open 
set in NVY . 
5. Neutrosophic Vague Compact Space: 
 
Definition 5.1: Let  NVNVX ,  be NVTS. 
i) If a family  JiFITx
iii AAA
:,,,  of NVOSs in X satisfies the condition 
  NVAAA JiFITx iii 1:,,,  , then it is called neutrosophic vague open cover of X. A 
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finite subfamily of neutrosophic vague open cover  JiFITx
iii AAA
:,,,  of X, which 




ii) A family  JiFITx
iii BBB
:,,,  of NVCSs in X satisfies the finite intersection 
property iff every finite subfamily  niFITx
iii BBB
,....,2,1:,,,   of the family satisfies 









Definition 5.2: A NVTS  NVNVX ,  is called neutrosophic vague compact iff every neutrosophic 
vague open cover of X has a neutrosophic vague finite subcover. 
 
Corollary 5.3: A NVTS  NVNVX ,  is neutrosophic vague compact iff every family 
 JiFITx
iii BBB
:,,,  of NVCSs in X having the FIP has a nonempty intersection. 
 
Corollary 5.4: Let  NVNVX , ,  NVNVY ,  be NVTSs and    NVNVNVNV YXf  ,,:   a 
neutrosophic vague continuous surjection. If  NVNVX ,  is neutrosophic vague compact, then so 
is  NVNVY , . 
Definition 5.5: Let  NVNVX ,  be NVTS and NVA  a NVS in X. 
i) If a family  JiFITx
iii AAA
:,,,  of NVOSs in X satisfies the condition 
  JiFITxA iii AAANV  :,,, , then it is called neutrosophic vague open cover of 
NVA . A finite subfamily of neutrosophic vague open cover  JiFITx
iii AAA
:,,,  of 
NVA , which is also a neutrosophic vague cover of NVA , is called a neutrosophic vague 
finite subcover of  JiFITx
iii AAA
:,,, . 
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ii) A NVS in a NVTS  NVNVX ,  is called neutrosophic vague compact iff every 
neutrosophic vague cover NVA  of has a neutrosophic vague finite subcover.  
Corollary 5.6: Let  NVNVX , ,  NVNVY ,  be NVTSs and    NVNVNVNV YXf  ,,:   a 
neutrosophic vague continuous function. If NVA  is neutrosophic vague compact in  NVNVX , , 
then so if  NVAf  in  NVNVY , . 
Conclusion:  Thus we have given the definition for neutrosophic vague topological spaces and 
suitable examples are also given. Along with those definition neutrosophic vague continuity and 
neutrosophic vague compact spaces where also discussed. Further, we can compare with all the 
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